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Rahul So. Did you all enjoy the Olympics? I did, even though I only got to see 
the handball which is a child's game. A hundred and fifty goals in two 
matches who ever thought that goals - the most exciting concept in sport 
- could get so bloody droll. I took Dad with me, my sister was going to 
come but she was ill, and he didn't really get it. I tried to explain, "Look, 
Dad, it's basically pauper's lacrosse", but he didn't understand lacrosse 
either, so that little gem was lost on him. I was quite pleased with it 
though, so I Tweeted it when I went to the loo. 

Our tickets were to see Team GB, which made it worth it, and was all I 
really wanted anyway. The atmosphere was electric. I mean, we were 
getting absolutely tonked by Sweden who, it turns out, are quite handy 
at handball, but it didn't matter. Loud voices, painted faces, flags flying. 
You couldn't not love it, not want to join in. 

That is, unless of course, you're my dad.

The cross armed curmudgeon sits there and tells me that while all the 
flag waving is wonderful, nothing's really different, nothing's changed, 
he says that he'd read that there were only two British Asians in the 
whole squad. I tell him that doesn't seem very likely, he's probably got 
that wrong, but anyway he's too hung up on the the fractions. We're not 
trying to mix a cocktail, for Christ's sake, are we?

"Still cost too much though, didn't it? Imagine what we could've done 
with that money. There are people -" Always a liquid argument with that 
man.

Please forgive the accent, I really am as common as it comes. My 
favourite meal is a Curry Pot Noodle with a coleslaw chaser, washed 
down with orange squash, which is just as tasty as it sounds.

Elocution lessons, see? My Dad made me take them, said I was a 
mumbler, which I didn't think was fair, 'cause I was a bit shy maybe, but 
not a mumbler. I told him "I sound just like everyone else. He said 
"Sorry, I didn't hear that, you were mumbling." No, what he actually 
said was "Just like them is no good. Better. You need to be better." I 
didn't want to be "better", that's the fast track to being a loner. 

Whispering, I find, is an underrated attribute in a partner, and it was my 
favourite thing about Jess, she was a great whisperer. She had this 
slightly bassy drawl that it didn't really matter what she was saying, 
because the pleasure was in hearing the sounds undulating through you 
ear drum, right through you, liquifying. What is it that's so sensual about 
a whisper? Especially when it's in Arabic, she could be telling me her 
shopping list or declaring a fatwa, but fuck me, it was hot.

When I was very little, before the elocution lessons, I used to try and 
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scrub my skin white in the shower. I'd get a scourer from the kitchen, 
one of those green sponge things, right, and just go at a part of me. 
Twenty minutes later, I'd come out, run up to my grandma, my Ba - I 
live with my Dad and my grandparents, which I know is lame, and I 
don't want to pull out excuses but there's a recession isn't there and 
ANYWAY - I'd run up to her and tug at her sari. "Ba! Ba! Look!" 
Eventually she'd turn and I'd thrust this raw, scratched arm at her. "Look 
Ba, it's whiter. It's getting whiter, isn't it?" She'd tap up her glasses, and 
slowly roll the arm around in her crumpled hands. Inspection complete, 
she'd scowl and say - every time -  "Scrub harder." 

"Scrub harder!" Can you fucking believe that? She had good intentions.

If it's a useful frame of reference, my upbringing was quite a lot like The 
Land Before Time, the original, not the sequels - I think there's like 
fifteen now - but in the original, there's this kid dinosaur who loses his 
mum and his grandparents look after him. I identified a lot with that 
little dino, except in my case, she lost her fight to lupus, not an evil T-
Rex, so take that, Doctor House, sometimes it is lupus. 

But don't let me give you the impression that I was bereft in any way, I 
wasn't, I was loved. I want to pass that on.

"Where you from?"

Every time, without fail, they see you coming and as they pass it's 
dropped with spittle off the bottom lip. 2004, my first year at uni, we 
were all off out for my birthday, I'm just chatting to one of the girls, a 
newly acquired friend who I'm still trying to decide whether I think is 
attractive or not, when I hear it. "Where you from?" 

You turn and before you can, before you can even blink, their forehead's 
crashing down onto the bridge of your nose, and the blood's blasted onto 
your only smart shirt, which you've only just ironed, for fucks sake. 
Then it keeps sluicing out like from a juice carton that's been slashed, so 
you need to find something to stop it up with.

I mean, what's the point of even bothering to ask "where you from" if 
they're just gonna nut you before you can reply?! Might as well just get 
on with it, really. 

I wish just once they'd wait to hear it. "I'm from London, mate." 

"Oh, whereabouts?" 

"South East - near Plumstead" 

"Oh yeah? Me too." 
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"Small world!" 

"Yeah!" 

"Plumstead's a hole, isn't it." 

"Yeah."

Now, I know that's not gonna happen, but you can always still hope for 
a conversation, can't you? My dream is that my kids will walk down the 
street, and no one will question, even for a fleeting second if they're 
English or British, rather - Olympic espirit d'corps - it'll just be. 
Everyone will just know.

"Where you from?" You could hear the anger steaming out from behind 
his teeth. Bang.

I'm still gathering myself together, it doesn't hurt so much as just being 
disorientating, and one of the girls has got her arm around me to keep 
me steady, when just down the road, there's a commotion already, 'cause 
Nathan has got a guy pinned up against a wall. Various threats are flying 
around, proper Saturday night stuff, all involving some variant of a 
"fucking" going through a "cunting".

I don't want to say it, you know? It'd be a kill joy, he seems so 
passionate, and I'm proud...is that the right word? Proud, yeah, I guess it 
is that, proud that my friend would chase a run-and-gun headbutter on 
my behalf. So it makes me sad to say it but I kinda have to.

"Um, that's not him, Nathan".

"Oh. You sure?"

"Pretty sure, yeah."

And Nathan lets him down, a bit sheepish, as I imagine you would be. 
Then he hits the guy anyway. Sucker punch in the -, this guy, poor 
fucking guy, he uh, he curls into himself like a flower. That's not as bad 
as it sounds, he was alright. It was kinda funny, really.

I think getting punched in the face is one of the best things than can 
happen to a bloke. The impact carries with it an unrivalled sense of 
clarity and humility. 

Firstly, you understand that it's not as bad as all that, secondly, you learn 
that people you don't even know can still hate you, can still want to hurt 
you. 

I don't blame them. 
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Secondly, you see that there's not a world of difference between a clip 
around the ear and a boot through your teeth.You got to learn to laugh 
about it either way. Laugh. Get on with it. 

Oh, um, let me quickly tell you about the first time I tried pumpkin 
soup, right, 'cause it's a funny story, and it coincides with the first time I 
was racially abused. I was...what...seven? Eight? And walking through 
town, which just happens to be the then home of the BNP, with my then 
best mate Rory. We're on our way back from school and stuffing our 
faces with Flying Saucers - you know, those papery things with the 
sherbet inside - when this skinhead, proper military jacket, tough boots 
bowls past, knocks my saucers out of my hand and as he does he turns 
and says to Rory "I wouldn't hang around with a paki, mate." 

Now, neither of us properly understood what just happened, but we both 
kinda felt that it was Something Bad. I mean, you don't realise what's 
abuse when you're a kid, do you? You get that there's a distinction being 
made - "I'm vanilla ice cream, you're chocolate", but you don't scan the 
venom just yet. Even later there...I mean, there was this guy Lee from 
secondary school, and he was one fat fucker and every lunch time he'd 
ask, "Wanna go down the chinky chippy?" and I'd just say yeah or no. 
Mostly no. Nothing flagged up up here that it was wrong, 'cause he said 
it like it was nothing.

Last I heard, he'd moved to Shanghai and married a Chinese girl. Funny 
that.

Anyway. "I wouldn't hang around with a paki". We decided that the best 
thing to do was to go to Rory's house, and when we got there we told 
Rory's mum what had happened. She looks horrified and apologies to 
me, as if she was responsible for the camaraderie and coalescence of the 
human race, and says "here, have some pumpkin soup." Now, these are 
not words that are comforting to any child, anywhere. I poke at it for a 
bit, gamely, cause she was my best mate's mum and while I didn't fully 
get racism just yet, I knew that you have to be nice to your best mate's 
mum. She watches me, closely, like I was a test subject, willing me to 
proceed. 

"S'abit hot". That won't get me far. She drags a spoonful through the 
ruddy murk, blows on it and holds it out to me. She's got this demented 
smile on, I think she's going to open up and swallow me whole. I lean 
forward and slurp it in. 

"Mmm...!" 

Couldn't pretend for long though, it tastes foul and I can't hold it there. It 
dribbles bit by bit out of the side of my mouth and splashes back into the 
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bowl, which I then push away, ashamed. I look up at her to apologise. 
Her face. Bloody hell. 

She was definitely thinking something racist right then.

There were only two Asians in Team GB. Two. Out of five hundred and 
fifty six. I looked it up, Dad was right. And one of them was called "Neil 
Taylor". 

Does that count? He's a footballer too, so not even real Olympics if 
we're honest. 

There's never been an Asian in the English national football team.

But hey, whose fault is that? That's no one's fault but theirs. Ours. 

So a few years ago, they caught this fish right, it's called a coelacanth, 
and it's nothing particularly special to look at, except that this particular 
fish is meant to be long extinct. Turns out it's survived, almost 
unchanged for about four hundred million years. Despite numerous 
extinction events, it's still knocking around, a living fossil.

My granddad is just like that. 

Not four hundred million years exactly, but he apparently hasn't changed 
too much since the 1950s, which is quite a long time for a person. When 
he was a younger man in Kenya, he would dress up in suits, along with 
all his native Kenyan friends, go into the Colonial British hotel bars and 
demand to be served. They'd get thrown out, of course. 

But then he got the chance to come over to London to study, surveying, 
and he stayed with a nice Jewish family in Golders Green, saw the 
Festival of Britain and well....that was that. He was a true Brit after that, 
pro-Empire and everything. To this day, the man tears up whenever he 
sees a municipal building. He bursts if it's flying the Union Flag. To 
him, it never had any association with the bad stuff. "Those are just 
thugs. The majority of this country's people are decent, that's their 
defining characteristic. That's what Orwell says, and he's right." An 
Englishman born in India. My granddad's just like George Orwell. He's 
the smartest man I know.

Not my Ba though, no. I painted my face for the Royal Wedding last 
year, and I tell you, If she had seen that, she would have - 

For her, the flags flying over Buckingham Palace were the same ones 
wrapped around the bricks that came smashing through their windows in 
the early years. I get that, I mean when I was a kid, if I saw one hanging 
in a street, I'd not go down it, I used to be that terrified of them. 
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But not anymore. Not even a little bit.

You know, the very first time I got punched in the face it wasn't because 
I was brown, it was because of a girl, and that's the very best reason to 
get punched in the face. We'd all got pissed in the park, as you do when 
you're fifteen, and it took us half an hour to clock that this girl from the 
year below, it was Jess, wasn't with us anymore. The light had started 
dropping out, so you could only see shapes and not really details, if you 
were still with it enough to see anything at all. I volunteer to go find her. 

Twenty minutes of fruitless traipsing later, I see a figure sitting halfway 
up the climbing net in the playground. I'm sure it's her cause of the hair - 
she's got long dark hair, her most striking feature, apart from how thin 
she is. Don't think you're supposed to be that thin.

You can get to the net by going around the swings, or through the 
swings and I choose through the swings, which is a bit thick since there's 
a group of like five or six there already and well - what sort of person 
hangs out by the swings after dark?

They seem to ignore me as I slink past, but just as I think I've made it 
through, there's an "oi!" 

"You just pushed passed me."

"I didn't"

"Fucking did."

I don't want this. Just let him win. "Maybe I brushed you."

"You're a dickhead, mate."

"I completely agree." That throws him.

"Say sorry."

"Sorry."

"Get on your knees and say sorry."

His mates are chuckling. The little fucker, he is loving this. 

"What?"

"I said, get on your knees, and say you're sorry."

Nope. That's the line there.

"Fuck off, you chav."
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Honestly, it doesn't hurt as much as you think it will. Not the first one 
anyway. I actually started laughing. Then comes the second. He's got a 
ring on this hand. That's what this scar here's all about. That one hurt a 
little bit...

I don't hit him back. Weirdly, I don't want to, it feels like I'm better if I 
can just take it. And I do.

Jess blags a take away bag full of ice from the Wimpy, and as she's 
pressing it to my face, I'm laughing again and that's when I first realise 
that I quite fancy her. Girls are meant to like scars, aren't they?


